Translational drug discovery and development with the use of tissue-relevant biomarkers: Towards more physiological relevance and better prediction of clinical efficacy.
Due to the clinical development of drugs such as secukinumab, ustekinumab and dupilumab, major changes have been achieved in the treatment of patients diagnosed with psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. In academia and the pharmaceutical industry, research is increasingly moving towards the development of bispecific antibodies and multi-specific nanobodies, as there is a compelling need for new treatment modalities for patients suffering from autoimmune or malignant disease. The purpose of this review is to discuss aspects of translational drug development with a particular emphasis on indications such as psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. The identification of biomarkers, the assessment of target organ pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics interactions and a wide range of in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo models should contribute to an appropriate prediction of a biological effect in the clinical setting. As human biology may not be perfectly reflected by approaches such as skin equivalents or animal models, novel approaches such as the use of human skin and dermal microperfusion assays in healthy volunteers and patients appear both reasonable and mandatory. These models may indeed generate highly translationally relevant data that have the potential to reduce the failure rate of drugs currently undergoing clinical development.